I collected a number of fonts and attempted to draw a few. I found most of them from magazines and using WordArt on Microsoft Word.
Analysis of fonts

Font 1: I like this font as it is bouncy and different. I think this would stand out clearly as a DVD cover, however I don't think it would suit a children's cover.

Font 2: I like this font as it seems child-like which would be suitable for a children's film. If used it would make the font bolder to make it stand out more.

Font 3: This is one of my favourite fonts as it has an eye-catching fun look to it and would stand out, however I don't think it will present the title clearly to the audience.

Font 4: I like this font because it is bold, simple but would look good and will be clear to read. This would be a possible font for my cover.

Font 5: I don't like this font as it is boring and more formal. Not appropriate for a children's DVD, however it is an interesting style which could be developed.

Font 6: This font has a good style, it's bold but a loud and could look eye catching and clear on a DVD cover.

Tickled

Skechers

These were two of my favourite fonts that I collected from a magazine.

This was quite bold and eye-catching, its plain but stands out clear with attractiveness.